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Processing complex meta-data information - Services
Professor Cuijpers at the psychology faculty is collecting a large set of meta-data from publications made in clinical
psychology. This dataset is fast growing and contains a large number of variables making is very difficult to access the
data.
To alleviate this problem the Tech Labs constructed a database in Filemaker Pro (easy access, easy to learn for users,
multi-platform). The database enables researchers to query the dataset in an intuitive way and makes data entry
much easier.
This is one of the first paid services provided by the Tech Labs, making Tech Labs services available to other researchers even though they might not officially be part of the Network Institute.
Researcher: Pim Cuijpers

Providing room for robotics in the Game Cella’ Lab - Services
Master student Boris Nelissen is researching swarm behavior in robots. For this he is going to program several kilobots with algorithms that were previously tested in simulations. The Tech Labs was able to provide Boris with a workplace with enough space and a computer to conduct his research.
Researchers: Boris Nelissen, Evert Haasdijk

Humanoid agents in Health Care - Selemca project - Game Cella’
A new approach is the use of creative technological solutions to supplement and replace existing care-services. These
solutions include agents, robots, ambient and virtual worlds; mechanotronic robots that we call Caredroids. These are
the main questions:
- How do users experience Caredroids both in terms of having humanoid company and as interactive healthcare
tools?
- How to improve the relationship between Caredroids and humans in terms of creativity and aesthetics?
- How to establish trust in the application of Caredroids in the medical domain?
The Tech Labs not only provide the space to experiment with the humanoid agents, but also play a central role in programming the robots so they may be used in user and experimental environments.
Researchers: Johan Hoorn, Wang Long Li, Robert Paauwe, Matthijs Pontier, Marloes Spekman, Margo van Kemenade

You’re at Risk - Intertain Lab
The aim of the study is to investigate how online health risk information (www.testuwrisico.nl) can be communicated
so that it facilitates effective information processing among consumers. To assess how people process current information about their personal risk of developing cardio-metabolic diseases like type 2 diabetes mellitus, cardio-vascular
diseases and chronic kidney disease, we will provide consumers with the information on a computer in the Intertain
Tech Lab. We will use eye tracking to study what information people pay attention to while receiving the risk information.
Researchers: Nina Bogaerts, Olga Damman, Maaike van den Haak, Danielle Timmermans

Tech Labs and teaching - LI & AI - Intertain Lab & Game Cella’
Lifestyle Informatics is all about supporting people using technology. For one of the bachelor course the Game Cella’
is used to setup 4 TACX home trainer cycling systems and a virtual environment. Students will analyze the data collected from these systems.
Artificial Intelligence students have done their Assignment for Human Ambience Stream in the Intertain Lab, using
the Tobii Eye Tracker to study how to support a human performing a demanding task involving visual attention, by
designing an intelligent ambient system.
Researchers: Nathalie van der Wal, Vera Stebletsova

